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❝ moment, everyone comes across a situation they can't do alone. Do they have something to help when it happens, and whether the camera fully trusts them, It probably determines aperson's law the power of ❞ ~ Yuri•×•×•×•×•×•×•×•×• :small_blue_diamond: Other recommendations
:small_blue_diamond: Hai to Gensou no GrimgarChaos Dragon: Sekiryuuu SenekiTales of Zestiria XGranblue Fantasy The AnimationElsword: El-ui Yeoin ✧¡ ¡ ✧ ✧ ¡ ✧ -e-e-e-e-e-e-e-a-anime-anime-anime-anime-anime-e-adventures and adventures, But that would, dovde, silence his first episodes. , and
as many people said that this anime had the potential to do so, but at some points they are true, which led to her fall. I mean, start from the middle of nowhere and finish in the middle of nowhere without even saying when and where it actually started. This series was certainly popular if they actually
showed little about our characters past and how all this chaos began. In the middle, it seemed that if there was an anime series for Lord of the Ring, it would probably be something like this, where each kind of creature unites to defeat one enemy. It's a really good feeling to see people from different
countries form an alliance and fight together. I don't particularly have a fixed genre type, but I usually like those anime where I can see teamwork and collaboration between many parties. I expected more from this anime, but I've never felt bored in any episode. Let's see what happened on this show. ✧ ,
¡✧ ✧ ¡ ✧ The story begins with a great battle between an army of black knights and an army of our heroes. It was an amazing place to see different breeds of people fighting side by side. The people, the Ogres, the Mudraci, the Dwarves are fighting together to get rid of the black king. Like any other hero
and demonic anime, alao was the same, where the goal of the dark king was to take over the world and fill it with perfect darkness, because from what he said, the world will surely come to an end in one place and there is no such thing that would live forever, so it is better to now give up and be killed...
That's how he felt. But the heroes wanted to live there life as they could until the day it all came to an end, this led to an intense battle between our main protagonist Yuri and the black king, but in the end Yuri lost and the black king reached the chain-book - it was a book that contained the origins of the
whole world - and half of the continent was under this black fog as a thing. resisting to use more of me there. Our heroes lost, which was also a big shock to the rabbits. After a move away from the castle of the black king, they all went there to ✧ their ✧ ✧ , ✧. Yuri and his team decided to go back, but
along the way, the site was unbearable. All the plants, the trees, they're all dying. People had hostile glances on their faces that showed that they expected to return victorious, so Yuri was increasingly drowning in the depths of darkness, but he was on again when he met a child named Aram who was
trying to protect the entire village from a group of black armies. When he saw it, he thought that if he tried again, maybe there was a chance he'd win. So he recruited him and decided to regroup his scattered army from the beginning. It was really hard for me to decide who the real main protagonist, Aram
or Yuri, was? Yuri seems to have been quite experienced and popular among friends and people around him, while Aram stayed with their group longer in those 12 episodes compared to Yuri and seemed to have a lot of determination and will be able to defeat the black army. Well, a lot of things were
going on along the way, when the forces were constantly regrouged up there, but ✧ ✧ in the end, everything ✧ went well when our army of heroes fought back against the dark king, and this time they beat him without one casualty ✧. We have Aram first. We didn't know much about Aram's past, all we
know is that he hates the black king's army more than anything, and he's willing to go all the way to defeat him. By the day he met George, he always thought that the people and armies of the black king were the only thing that existed on the planet. He got the same determination and strength as Yuri,
even though he was himself before, but thanks to courage, he found a place where people accepted him as a friend. He's been squeezing around girls his age, especially about Phoena, and I think if Yuri wasn't involved in that love triangle, she'd definitely fall in love with him. Aram doesn't really like it
when powerful people take advantage of the weak, he was also one of the weaker people, when his village was destroyed, then he realized that if you want to live in this harsh world, you have to become stronger. Not only that, Aram had the power to steal me from one person and pass it on to another
person who was quite useful in their daily battle, and it was mentioned that light haecceitas refers to He's got Yuri. Like Aram, we didn't know about his past. The only thing that was mentioned was that he was once like a normal child, but after one day he was attacked by the Black Army, he decided that
he would be stronger so that he could protect everyone, and one day, when he thought he was capable of with arms, his village was attacked out of nowhere and taken away, even though he beat the soldiers, Evwryone was already dead. That's why he wanted to defeat the black king. He's easy to
approach and talk to, not only is he kind to everyone, from the strong to the weak. It was amazing how he could lead such a large army himself and how disappointed he must have been when he lost to the Black King. But I really wanted to know a lot more about his past and how he could convince them
to fight alongside him. The way he talks, it seems he saw the world more than anyone else. But what his partners find quite amazing, not even in his personality as well as in his fighting style.✧¡✧ ✧ ¡ ✧. When I was about to start watching this show, I wondered why people gave her such terrible results.
After watching, I felt there was something really important missing in the series that could be the reason for that. The story was amazing along with some really great action and adventure scenes, after watching all this, everyone would get navd to know the past about these characters. They were all so
close to each other that it's not hard to think what our main character had to do to convince them to join forces with them. If the series had usually started from the time Yuri decided to go his own way, and showed every stage where he befriended everyone and trained hard to become a stonger. I know it
took another one or two seasons, but it was all that made the story more interesting and worth seeing. In the end, people didn't like it because it started and ended. Even I was wondering if they would end up with a spin off at the end, but I was surprised that it really ended with 12 episodes. You should
expect that from an anime that was adapted to the game. In general, everything was good, character development, opening and end theme and background. If you want to watch this series, then just a little reminder that you won't be able to know much about what happened in the past, so you just need
to go along with what you're currently watching.. ¡ ¡ ✧ ¡ ✧ 03. Have a fine day/noc#SourMint#AAPro in: Series, Series with Wikis Edit Share Chain Chronicle (e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-
e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e games developed and published by Sega for iOS, Android, and PlayStation Vita. Released in Japan on July 26, 2013 for iOS, 1 August 2013 for Android and 16 July 2014 for PlayStation Vita. The game is licensed in Asia
SNDA in China, MobiMon for both Taiwan and Macau, Actoz Soft for South Korea and Gum Asia for both Southeast Asia and the North American public until it was closed on February 29, 2016. The series created the original video animation series, directed by Takeshi Mori, which was animated by
jūmonji and was released on December 18, 2014. The anime film trilogy titled Chain Chronicle: The Light of Haecceitas premiered in Japanese cinemas between 3 December 2016 and February 11, 2017. The adaptation of the anime television series, which moved the film trilogy, was available from
January 8 to 25 March 2017. Plot [edit | edit the source] Celina Yggdra is a place where people live, ogres, giants, forest spriti and many mythical creatures. The peaceful continent was led by a holy king until one day a mysterious group called the Black Army emerged and began to rew but notify the land.
In response, the Holy King and his troops fought against him, but the fallen Holy Capital and the Holy King was killed by the mysterious Black King. As the continent was in an insight into destruction, hope faded when one man decided to resist and form a volunteer army that would oppose the Black King
and bring peace back to Yggdri. External links [edit code | edit source] Official [edit code] Other sources [edit code] Chain chronicle: Haecceitas no Hikari Other Wikis[edit code] References[edit code] Series with Wikis Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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